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Our Latest Rescue & New BFF-Jackson Galaxy!
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By Robin Olson on January 6, 2012
Normally we don't promote television shows on our web site, but this is a special occasion. Tomorrow,
Saturday Jan, 7th at 8pm EST on Animal Planet begins the second series of “My Cat From Hell.”
hosted by the master of cat-listening, Jackson Galaxy. His deep understanding of cat behavior helps him
guide cat-guardians in how to better live with their troublesome cats. Although not all cats behave badly
and even if yours doesn't, you should watch this show.

We had the pleasure of speaking with Mr. Galaxy about his passion for saving cats lives. If you'd like to read
the article you can find it HERE [2].
The day we did the interview, we also ended up rescuing this big, white, love-bug who we named, Jackson, in
honor of Mr Galaxy. Jackson's a little over a year old and is already neutered and has all his shots.
Jackson will be available for adoption in a few weeks. If you're interested in him, please contact us
at info@kittenassociates.org [3]

©2012 Henry Co. Care & Control. Meet Jackson! Freshly rescued and on his way to a much better life! Your
story begins now, you big, love-bug!

MY CAT FROM HELL
ET/PT.
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– New Episodes Beginning Saturday, January 7 at 8 PM

Cat behaviorist Jackson Galaxy tackles the most catastrophic cat cases he’s ever encountered in six all-new,
one-hour episodes of MY CAT FROM HELL. Armed with 15 years of experience, a proven training program and
his signature guitar case filled with cat toys, Galaxy is on a mission to help cat owners find the source of
conflict with their furry friends. In this season, Jackson swoops into solve a gamut of feline-related
issues and repair the relationships they’re ruining, including the hair-raising case of a cat
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terrorizing its owner’s Pilates business by attacking her clients. Whether it’s the cat or the owners
behaving badly, leave it to Galaxy to save the day!
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